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The Politics of Post-War
Consumer Culture

THE 1940s ARE INTERESTING YEARS in the story of New Zealand's consumer
culture. The realities of working and spending, and the promulgation of
ideals and moralities around consumer behaviour, were closely related to the
political process. Labour had come to power in 1935 promising to alleviate
the hardship ofthe depression years and improve the standard of living of all
New Zealanders. World War II intervened, replacing the image of increasing
prosperity with one of sacrifice. In the shadow of the war lhe economy grew
strongly, but there remained a legacy of shortages at a time when many sought
material advancement.

Historical writing on consumer culture is burgeoning internationally, and
starting to emerge in New Zealand. There is already some loeal discussion
of consumption in the post-war period, particularly with respect to clothing,
embodiment and housing.' This is an important area for study because, as Peter
Gibbons points out, the consumption of goods — along with the needs they
express and the desires they engender — deeply aftects individual lives and
social relationships.- A number of aspects of consumption lend themselves
to historical analysis, including the economic, the symbolic, the moral and
the political. By exploring the political aspects of consumption and their
relationships to these other strands, we can see how intense contestation over
the symbolic meaning of consumption and its relationship to production played
a pivotal role in defining the differences between the Labour govemment and
the National opposition in the 1940s. More broadly, we can begin to investigate
how this decade represented a particular moment in the development of modem
consumer culture in New Zealand.

Labour, led by Michael Joseph Savage, won the 1935 election on a promise
to end depression austerity and usher in a more prosperous nation. New
approaches to housing,education and social security would lift New Zealanders'
standard of living, ensuring 'security" and protection from 'want and the fear
of want'.' New pleasures, too, would become available to the citizenry. Savage
was enthusiastic about music and the possibilities offered by the radio: not
only would the public be entertained, but also kept informed about the good
work underway in parliament, the 'workshop for the enactment ofthe will
ofthe people'.'' Peter Fraser, who took over as prime minister after Savage's
death in 1940, loved movies and the 'newfangled gramophone". Fraser lent his
support to the establishment ofthe New Zealand Symphony Orchestra, which
he argued would bring culture to the masses."̂

While the new Labour government promised a more fulfilling life for all, its
economic management made an impact upon the possibilities for consumption.
From 1938 imports were restricted in order to preserve foreign exchange, a
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stance explained to New Zealanders in terms of fostering local industry.'' Walter
Nash, the minister in charge of finance and the Internal Marketing Department,
oversaw decisions about what and how much could be imported. Savage. Nash
and Fraser all insisted that import levels must be matched by a corresponding
rise in domestic productivity, and Fraser contended that New Zealand's
standard of living would not increase 'unless the whole economic resources of
the country are organised and utilised in the production of more commodities'.^
Prices, too, were controlled, in an attempt to hold down inflation and dampen
wage demands. The Price Tribunal oversaw a very detailed schedule listing
maximum prices for most of lhe goods available.*'

Tbe outbreak of war added further constraints, which women often bore the
brunt of Some supplies were directed from the domestic market to assist the
war effort at home and in Britain. Shortages affected the availability of food,
clothing fabrics, steel, eement. petrol and motor vehicles. Customers went
shopping with books of ration coupons, which limited the purchase of such
staple goods as sugar, butter, lea. meat and eggs (Figure 1).'' At times eggs were
issued only to expectant mothers, and detemiining a woman's eligibility could
prove embarrassing for customers and shopkeepers alike.'" Tbe government's
publicity machine reassured shoppers that the shortages were not as severe as
those in Britain," but with their shopping baskets depleted, women improvised
at home. Dresses could be made from upholstery fabric, and aprons, cotton
sheets and tea towels might be refashioned from flour bags. In her Listener
column the well-known household adviser Aunt Daisy suggested ways tbat
cooks might 'eke out the sugar'.'-

Figure 1: Shoppers queuing outside Salisbury's in Dixon Street. Wellington, during
the war. Alexander Tumbull Library, Wellington. G 41095 1/4.
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A bright note was introduced with the arrival of an American Marine Corps
division in 1942.'^ The marines brought with them lipstick, chocolate and
stockings — all in short supply — as well as more nove! innovations such as
chewing gum. To their new-found local friends they gave cigarettes purchased
from tbeir own supply depots. New Zealanders could use these as unofficial
currency, exchanging them for the e.xtra rations shopkeepers kept under their
eounters.'"* An air of glamour, romance and entertainment provided light
relief for many local women in particular.'^ Importantly, the troops' presence
provided one way Ameriean consumer culture could be introduced to the Soulh
Pacific. New Zeaianders were already familiar witli American movies, but
now they discovered milk bars, swing bands, coffee and hot dogs."' America's
influence increased markedly after the war. During the late 1940s the popular
press took to describing the geography and social life of this newly important
nation to curious readers. One article in a five-part Listener series published
underthebanner The American Way of Life'described the household gadgets
and appliances available to householders in tbe US." At the same time, many
young people became avid followers of American popular culture."*

The marines departed in 1944, and although the New Zealand economy
grew rapidly once the war ended a year later, domestic consumption remained
constrained.'" As a result, the make-do-and-mend approach thai many bad
adopted during the depression years continued, Some seamstresses made
women's underwear from silk parachutes, while the Woman's Weekly olTered
patterns for creating 'new' fashions out of old clothes and recipes for eggless
cakes.-" Rationing was lifted but slowly, as supplies were diverted to the
reconstruction effort in Britain.-' Butter, cream and petrol were still rationed
when Labour lost the 1949 election. In some quarters this was lauded as a
fomi of worthy national sacrifice (the Listener editorialized that "the problem
is moral from beginning to end: we have a great deal to spare if we are
willing to surrender it")," but as the years wore on many found it increasingly
frustrating.-' Customers continued to experience periodic shortages of fruit and
vegetables, including such basic items as potatoes,'^ while home deliveries
were curtailed for want of petrol to run the grocers' vans. Tbe complaint that
women carried home heavy loads and had become "pack horses' and 'beasts
of burden" was common, and the govemment was sometimes held directly
responsible — especially by the National Party. For example, the National
candidate for Brooklyn offered the image ofthe housewife as a 'human camel',
weighed down by packages labelled "shortages' and 'lack of deliveries'.-"^

The shortages of wartime and the early post-war years had an interesting
impact on the shape ofconsumer culture in New Zealand. A relative lack of items
to buy did not mean that purchasing was insignificant in tbe lives of citizens.
Quite the opposite in fact: it took eentre stage. Lizabeth Cohen has argued that
in the US the depression years witnessed a rise both in consumer advocacy
and the extent to which Americans considered themselves mass consumers.-^
Not dissimilarly, in New Zealand during the 1940s consumption became a
key site at which social aspirations and political differences were forcefully
constructed. The Labour govemment and lhe National opposition vied for tbe
power to control the supply and distribution of goods. Each party's illustrated
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election pamphlets and their MPs' notes and speeches reveal the philosophies
behind their policy prescriptions, and •— perhaps more interestingly — tell
us something about the development of post-war consumer culture in New
Zealand more generally.

Consumption was an important arena in which political philosophies were
expressed and contested. Much of Labour's rhetoric emphasized the conditions
of production, and the need for fairness and 'security" in order that workers
might find satisfaction in their lives. Much was made of 'stability, security
and prosperity under Labour', and copywriters offered chilling reminders of
the depression-era penury overseen by the Reform Party. National's political
predecessor.-' The availability of food, cars, telephones and other household
items formed one aspect of Labour's general 'prosperity',-'' a desirable outcome
of a fair and efficient productive process.-'' Before his death in 1940. Savage
noted that "under-consumption' and social misery resulted when workers were
unable to alTord the goods available.'" In ihe following decade voters were
frequently reminded that average incomes had increased under Labour, and
the government asserted that National saw wages primarily as costs to be cut.
'We have some shortages and supply difficulties'. Labour conceded at the end
of the war, 'but on the whole we live fairly comfortably. We have social and
economic security."^' This offer of "security' included the promise to protect
citizens from the 'exploiters and profiteers' of free-market capitalism that
National would surely unleash if re-elected."

Labour was interested not only in workers" employment conditions and
their ability to afford a 'decenl' standard of living, but also the use of leisure
time." Opportunities for weekend relaxation and holidays away from home
were portrayed as a logical outcome of the 40-bour week the government had
so assiduously promoted." Labour cast itself as the party of'more leisure time
and paid holidays", which they defended from the Opposition's scepticism
and accusations that the 'workers" leisure had not been properly employed . '
Images in An Era of Plenty, Labour's 1949 election pamphlet, showed citizens
involved in a range of leisure pursuits: gardening, camping and on a boat
cruise. Labour MPs argued that leisure might bolster the wider social good.'*
For instance, H.G.R. Mason supported the development of a National Library
Set^ice, which he felt would encourage 'fruitful use of leisure time' and thus
enhance family life. Library borrowers would be able to choose from books
on a range of topics: the domestic arts, sewing, cooking, interior decoration,
gardening, joinery, sporls and the 'building of motor caravans'."

While for the most part the Labour government was happy to support private
retailers, provided they abided by state controls, key personnel such as Savage
and Nash had long been interested in the idea of producer and consumer co-
operatives.'* In earlier years they argued for the socialization of production
and exchange as an important aim of the labour movement. Consumers' co-
operative grocery stores were established in the Lower Hutt state housing
suburbs of Naenae., Taita and Epuni at the instigation of William Robertson, a
Canadian immigrant and follower of the international co-operative movement.
Fraser and Nash were supportive, and by 1947 30 co-ops were trading across the
country under the overview of the New Zealand Federation of Co-operatives.
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The Hutt Valley group even had a newsletter — the Huti Valley Co-operator
— whose editors argued that co-ops offered customers a chance to counter the
monopolistic power ol private businesses and to ensure thai profits benefited
the entire community.''' Photographs of the Naenae co-op store appeared in
Labour's election publicity, in conjunction witb exhortations about tbe benefits
of modem town planning.""'

'Planning' became something of a double-edged sword for Labour, however.
On the one hand, many ofthe party's MPs forcefully argued tbat centralized
social and economic planning "on a scale not undertaken before" was
necessary in order to meet demand in such areas as roading. education, post-
war rehabilitation, housing and land settlement." Ormond Wilson told voters
in bis electorate that centralized planning was necessary if New Zeaianders'
standards of living were to be maintained, while Nash spoke of a 'planned and
prosperous Dominion'.''^ In short, planning was a prerequisite for modernity.
On the other hand. Labour's enthusiasm for planning opened up the party to
National's insistence that 'planning' was really a euphemism for regulation.
National leader Sid Holland and his supporters worked hard to suggest tbat
state planning was less a matter of necessity than an expression ofthe desire
for "ultimate socialism': 'the control and direction of our daily lives., by a little
group of planners resident in Wellington'." The title of one election pamphlet
neatly encapsulated National's view: 'They Plan. You Pay' (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Labour's 'planning', argued National Party politicians, pushed up prices
and restricted the supply of goods. This is the cover from They Plan, You Pay.,

National Party pamphlet, 1949.

Ever since its establishment in 1936. the National Party had campaigned
against Labour's "socialism'.''*' Initially, National portrayed socialism either
as a threatening black cloud looming over tbe New Zealand countryside and
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its inhabitants, or a grasping red hand reaching out for families' homes.*''
This symbolism shifted during the 1940s, and 'socialism' came primarily to
signify a philosophical threat to the factory and the market.̂ '* In this vein.
National suggested that 'Labour's attack is against al! private enterprise. It
is in their policy. They want to grab the lot. The "socialisation ofthe means
of production, distribution, and exchange" means exactly what it says.'**^
Accordingly, shoppers were warned that 'Socialism attacks the customer —
which means you'.'"' A rejection o f socialism' was the only way the customer
would ensure the availability of a wide range of goods at reasonable prices.
This view was adopted, too, by editorial writers for major newspapers including
the Dominion, New Zealand Herald and Truth *^ Some on the Left responded
archly to National's proclamations on socialism: Independent Labour candidate
Frank Langstone suggested that Holland knew as much about socialism ('a
movement ofthe highest ideals') as 'a hen does about arithmetic'.*"

National's rhetoric translated into the suggestion that the Labour govemment
was attempting to make decisions for consumers by stealth, hnport and price
controls, it was argued, 'dictated' what people would buy and hence what they
would wear, how they might engage in business, and how they would spend
their time.'^' "Competition' was the only antidote, and by fostering competitive
pressures and freedom of imports Nationai promised to 'allow the people, not
the State, to decide what they shall buy, and bow they shall spend their money'."
By promoting such consumer freedom National offered itself as the party of
the new consumer age. Some amusing attacks on the govemment resulted, as
National's supporters hammed up the notion that Labour threatened to control
the most intimate aspects of private life. On one occasion. National's party
newspaper. Freedom, reported the views of an overseas fashion "expert' who
pronounced New Zealand women's clothing "dowdy and drab', and the editor
mocked Nash's defence of local women's wardrobes. 'Naturally'. Freedom
editorialized, 'the women ofthe Dominion were pleased to know that a fashion
expert ofthe calibre of Mr. Walter Nash gave them full marks for the etfecl
they achieve with the clothes he selects for them'." One ofthe newspaper's
correspondents chimed in:

New Zealand women, who have been somewhat concemed at suggestions that there is a
drab monotony about their clothes, will be relieved to find that this verdict ofthe critics
has been reviewed and finally overruled by the eminent authority on feminine fashions,
Mr. Walter Nash. Atlerielling ihe New Zealand women tbr lOyears what they may and
may not (and particularly may not) wear, he has now taken lime otT from his task of
regulating every other detail of our existence from the cradle to the grave, to survey the
results and to pass judgement upon 'The Nash Look'.''"'

'The Nash Look' was a parody of Christian Dior's 'New Look', a style
featuring long, narrow-waisted dresses that made ample use of fabrics still in
short supply in the post-war years." The parody continued in the lead-up to
the 1949 election. When a shortage of records for the nation's 'radiograms'
became apparent, Freedom suggested that Mt may suit the Minister of Finance,
Mr. Nash, to have only two—^"I'm running round in circles getting nowhere",
and "Money is the root of all evil"' — and asserted that consumers were
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unimpressed.''''Allusions to popular music were not limited to National's press.
Labour's Soufhern Cniss newspaper profTcred a cartoon of Sid Holland dressed
as a torch singer wooing voters with a rendition of'Lover come back to me', a
rolling pin labelled 'capitalism' held in one hand behind his back."

National frequently suggested that as the minister responsible for import
controls Nash held 'dictatorial powers'.̂ ** This was clearly illustrated in the
cartoons published in their election pamphlets: in one he sat high on a pedestal.
doling out stockings one by one to the crowd of women thronged below. {In
his defence, Nash argued that the problem was not so much a lack of import
licences as shortages among overseas suppliers."'") The description of Nash
as a 'dictator' was repeated over and over, and would be remembered years
later.''" The 'dictator" image melded with another: that ofthe wowser. Along
with Prime Minister Fraser and Arnold Nordmeyer (who played an important
role as minister of commerce and industry), Nash abstained from alcohol
and tobacco,"' On one occasion he suggested that smokers concerned with
increasing cigarette prices might take to sucking acid drops instead, an idea
derided by his opponents who were keen to demonstrate his abstemiousness
and its effects on the rest ofthe populace.*"-

So, what images ofthe 'good life' did Labour offer during the late 1940s,
when National and its allies in the press were complaining that consumption
was limited by the government's 'socialist' controls? Labour's vision trod
a careful path between opportunities for the enhancement of individual and
family life on the one hand and order and simplicity on the other, "Security'
would protect the populace from poverty and want, while delivering a society
of "plenty". Labour embraced the idea that modernity could be mobilized in
ihe service ofthe public good, by making the most of new technologies. Public
works projects employed the latest earthmoving machinery, domestic and trans-
Tasman air travel was steadily developed with the introduction of flying boats
and other new aircraft, and the railway system was enhanced by the addition of
new lines, electrification and stylish new railcars for passenger traffic.*' Some
of Labour's mass housing schemes adopted modernist idioms in the search
for a new order: "light, and sun. and space and design and convenience . . .
homes and buildings that are not sacrificed to convention','"^ Those driving the
govemment's public works projects were keen to embrace modernity. As others
have argued, science emerged strongly in the 1940s as a means and a metaphor
for the improvement of individuals and society."^ Images of aeroplanes and
space travel were increasingly employed in advertisements for clothing and
household appliances, and articles on 'scientific housework" were common,'*

While Labour enthusiastically took up a scientific modernity in matters of
the public good, the govemment fused it with appeals to a simple, orderly style
of life. Sometimes this juxtaposition created interesting symbolic tensions. For
instance, while Labour built a few bigh-rise apartment blocks in Auckland and
Wellington and deployed these in its publicity as symbols of modemity,*"^ Nash
and Fraser were reputedly more comfortable with the individual state house
based on the English rural cottage and set in lawns and gardens.*''' Perhaps
this is why the English cottage look came to typify representations ofthe state
house during the period.'''' Such rustic ideals are amply demonstrated by the
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cover of Labour's election pamphlet An Era of Plenty (Figure 3). It featured a
fictional community that was part city, part rural suburb, the housing located
in a liminal zone between town and country with plenty of fresh air and open
space.^" The urban area was neat, lightly trafficked and orderly., every citizen
purposefully going about his or her daily business.

Figure 3: The somewhat bucolic cover trom An Era of Plenty,
Labour Party pamphlet, 1949.

Tbe pamphlet's text opened with a description of New Zealand as a 'green
land . . . truly blessed', with 'rich fertility', Mush pasture', the 'hum of factory
wheels* and "more homes — and better ones — than ever before'. Such allusions
to arcadia, rooted in nineteenth-century colonial ideals and drawing upon the
theme of wholesome natural abundance.'' were offered in other pamphlets, too.
The 10 Good Years included an illustration of an overflowing honi of plenty,
a compass and set squares to accompany its discussion ofthe 40-hour week,
paid holidays and workers' high standard of living (Figure 4). The notion of
scientific progress signified by instruments of precision was juxtaposed with a
bucolic representation of plenty.

ngure 4: Modernity meets Arcadia in this juxtaposition of technical drawing
instruments and a hom of plenty. The if) Good Years, Labour Party pamphlet,

1946, p. 11.
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That the cover of An Era of Plenty offered a church as the boundary between
domestic life and the commercial activities of the town centre was probably
no accident. By the late 1940s Nash, a Christian socialist, was becoming
increasingly concerned that growing consumer desires threatened 'the soul
[and] spiritual development'. In his speeches he argued that 'material things are
not everything: spiritual happiness, contentment, understanding and humility
are the things that matter'.'- Nash was not the only one thinking this way:
the Presbyterian General Assembly expressed its anxiety that 'materialism'
posed the newest threat to Christianity, subsuming the caicial emphasis on
life's "spiritual necessities'."" Religious values were meant to provide a butTcr
between family life and crass commercialism. A high standard of living and
the embrace of modernity in the service of collective wetlbeing were not
to be contused with extravagance, a misguided materialism or the careless
abandonment of the arcadian tradition.

National politicians were antagonistic towards this 'New Order' of Labour's,
suggesting instead its 'disorder': the continued shortages of clolliing, cars
and construction materials allegedly caused by the government's 'socialism'.
Labour was dubbed 'the shortage government'.'"' National's election pamphlets
were typically more lavishly illustrated than Labour's, and sketches and
cartoons illustrated the shortages of the time and the new consumer world of
the future.

Motorcare and household appliances most represented the consumer era
that would dawn if only voters were willing to usher it in at the ballot box.
In Figure 5. from National's .-I Family Affair pamphlet, family members
fantasized wistfully of having a motorcar to whisk them around the city and
countryside.'- This image represented not contentment with Labour's post-
war economy, but frustration at having one's hopes of the good life dashed.
The car was symbolically important during ihis period because it represented

THE
MOTOR-CAR
MIRAGE

Labour M.P.') in 1935:
"Ereryon« ought to own a
motor-eor."

Mr. Noih, 1949: Allowi
in only o trickle of car*, and
toxel theie jo soverety that
no woiker ean afford cnc.

CARS COST MORE UNDER LABOUR

Figure 5: Unrealized family dreams. As it turned out. cars remained oul oi"reach of
most for another iwo decades. A Family Affair, National Party pamphlet. 194'J, p. 12.
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the possibility of individually designed travel itineraries, and therefore a
movement toward a less encumbered future.'^ The text that accompanied this
image is also interesting. First. Nash's sales taxes on cars were said to prevent
the realization of workers'dreams, thus disappointing key Labour constituents.
Second. National suggested that cabinet ministers 'cruise around in chauffeur-
driven de luxe cars" while young families seeking healthy outdoor recreation
found their "dream of having a car" thwarted. In an interesting twist. Nationai
politicians sought to ally themselves with 'Mr. and Mrs. John Citizen' against
the 'privilege' enjoyed by Labour's ministers. It was elever politics to suggest.
as National did, that Labour's ministers were misappropriating modernity by
whizzing around lhe globe in planes and being driven in limousines while 'the
people* missed out.̂ ^

Sometimes National's election candidates mentioned cars, household
appliances and ministerial 'privilege' all in the same breath. For instance, one
asked 'how^ many vacuum cleaners and refrigerators could be bought with the
dollarsspentby Mr. Nash on ministerial cars'?'''*The text and images in Women
and the Future (1949) also positioned National as the saviour of everyday
families beset by shortages of consumer durables. In some cases the fantasies
created were excessive for the time. The model kitchen portrayed in this
pamphlet (Figure 6) otTered not only a double-sized electric stove, a refrigerator
and large cupboards, some pantry-sized — all of which were relatively rare
— but also a dishwasher, an item that would not become common for several
more decades.

Figure 6: The uttra-modem kitchen, packed with the appliances National promised
to make more widely available by loosening import controls. Women and the Future.,

National Parly pamphlet, 1949. n.p.

Under the slogan 'End the Era of Utinecessary Shortages', readers were
offered images of women making use of a wringer washing machine, a
refrigerator and a bench press ironing machine. The first two items became
increasingly popular during the 1940s, but local production volumes were
restricted during and after the war by a shortage of steel.̂ ^ Such representations
dovetailed with the keen interest taken by the press in the scientific, mechanized
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kitchen 'where miracles are achieved by the touch of a finger' and 'cooking is
no longer hard work, but a pleasure'.*"

National's copywriters made a concerted attempt to engender consumer
desires that Labour's ministers dared not encourage, committed as they were
to tight economic management."' Even during the 1943 election campaign,
whiie the war still raged. Holland incited ownership of assets: 'The aim of
the National Party is that everyone, no matter how humble his station in life,
should be able to OWN something ^ a home, a shop, a piece of land, a factory
or a share in one. a farm, household furniture, and so on . . . . When we become
the Govemment, every opportunity will be given for people to own things. '"

By 1949 Labour MPs fully realized that the growing post-war economy
had led to increasing consumer demand. Nash promised more cigarettes and
nylons by Christmas —just after the election that Labour would lose — and
conceded that 'more people want the caipet life today than want the linoleum
life'.*" His colleague Clyde Carratliculated the new desires even more clearly:
'in the old days mum and dad were content to start oO in a two-room lean-to
on the back section. Today the young people have the money to spend and they
want new bungalows with wall-to-wall carpets.'"^

While Labour politicians were inclined to worry about these changes, they
insisted that they had occurred only because Labour's wealth distribution
policies had made the fulfilment of consumer desires possible in the first place.
Nash insisted that people "had not a ghost of a chance of buying carpets before
we came in'.*"̂  Again, Labour empiiasized workers' ability to afford consumer
goods, rather than their ability to find sufficient goods on which to spend their
incomes. In a rather curious twist to Labour's social democratic approach
to consumption, MP Fred Hackett suggested that refrigerators and washing
machines might be mass-produced in the railway workshops and sold at a tow
price to state house tenants.'**'

Labour's ambivalence over materialistic excess is interesting, for it opens
up the question of how both political parties dealt with what Zygmunt Bauman
refers to as the shift from a 'producer society' to a "consumer society', and
the state's role in such a shift.*" When we move our focus from the parties'
positions on the availability of consumer items to their assessment ofthe impact
of a consumer .society-, we observe a reasonably compiicated set of tensions.
For example. National was not always sympathetic to the youthfulness of
consumer culture, nor was Labour necessarily antagonistic to it. Each party's
arguments were closely related to complex moralities surrounding notions of
'work' and 'reward'. The following discussion explores these ideas, in order
that we might consider the broader ideological shifts that accompanied post-
war consumer culture in New Zealand.

Bauman argues that industrial societies engaged their members primarily
as producers, and that individuals' involvement in the productive process
constituted their primary sociai roles, in contrast, he suggests, sociai roles in
iate modem or post-modem society are defined much more in terms of peopie's
relationships to consumption. This is a matter of emphasis; it is not to say that
consumption was unimportant in earlier times, or that the work we do is of
little consequence to us nowadays."" Rather, it is to propose that during the
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mid-twentieth century individuals' identities came to be defined much more
by their relationships to consumption than to production/'' Other authors have
put forward similar arguments. Richard Fox and Jackson Lears argue that a
nineteenth-century 'producer ethic", a value system based on work, sacrifice
and saving, evolved into a dominant twentieth-century 'consumer ethic'.""' At
the same time, the ' Protestant w ork ethic' started to weaken. This was originally
based in Calvinist teachings that hard work and an ascetic avoidance of earthly
pleasures would create the greatest likelihood of individual salvation.'" In tum,
the dilution ofthe Protestant work ethic and the rise ofconsumer society was
accompanied by the 'aestheticisation of everyday life'. Consumption came to
represent a new form of therapy leading to self-fulfilment."^ No longer did
individuals develop themselves primarily through their hard work, creativeness
and self-sacrifice, instead they might seek self-expression by engaging in the
pleasures oftered by consumer culture.''^ In other words, the transition from
producer to consumer society replaced hard work with pleasure as the primary
virtue.

Both political parties needed to negotiate this cultural shift, but in so doing
neither abandoned their focus on production. Labour and National shared the
view that goods ought best to be understood as the reward for an honest day's
work. The govemment argued that it had provided "more goods for reward
of effort','''' but had long reminded citizens that a higher standard of living
depended upon higher levels of production.''^ Meanwhile. National was more
specific about the opportunities that ought to constitute this reward. Sid Holland
considered the New Zealand worker 'a quiet, industrious, hard-working fellow,
anxious to be successful and to get on in the world, willing to work hard in
order to make a little extra money with which to provide a few extras for
his family and with which to enjoy life; whether it be in holidays, gardening,
motoring or perhaps horse-racing'.**

Self-denial remained important as the means of ensuring the nation's
"development and expansion', but National insisted that 'self-denial will not
be practised unless there is a reward*.''' This said. Holland and his colleagues
thought it necessary to balance work on the one hand against its fruits on the
other As one National candidate put the point, 'what has been eamed by sweat.,
toil and skill, or saved by self-denial, shall command the power to buy goods
at an equal value of sweat, toil and skill'.'"* National politicians argued not that
workers toiled too hard or eamed too little, but that they could not purcha.se
sufficient to adequately compensate for their labours.

Beyond this agreement on the importance of hard work and reward, the
two parties started to diverge. Labour denied there was a shortage of adequate
rewards: Nash, for instance, argued that New Zealanders *may not have the
refrigerators or washing machines, but radios, electric irons, even jugs and
heaters have become necessities and are in reach of all . . . women's work,
though still hard, is easier than ever before'.'''' In addition, the govemment
considered that access to goods should be based on egalitarian principles, and
worried that 'no man should have more luxuries until all the people have the
necessities of life'.'"" 'Luxur>'" was a concem for symbolic reasons as well as
material ones. As Arjun Appadurai has argued, luxury is a relative concept
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but one that positions consumers politically, rhetorically and socially."" While
Nash realized that items previously thought of as luxuries were becoming
necessities, he was wary that embracing luxury allowed some people access
to a level of comfort denied others.'"' in one speech, for instance, he argued
that Nationai's priority was 'enabling iuxury homes to be built for their rich
friends'."" Holland, in contrast, was content to prescribe 'some of those things
we sometimes call iuxuries that can make iii'e so pleasant" as a reward for
hard work."" That neither leader precisely defined what he meant by 'luxury'
illustrates both the slipperiness and symbolic importance ofthe concept.

if Labour was suspicious ofthe rejection of egaiitarianism implicit in the
concept of iuxury. National was greatly concemed that Labour's welfare state
had made the population work-shy. While Labour MPs agreed that work was
important. National politicians regarded consumption as morally unacceptable
unless it followed concerted elTort in the workplace and strengthened family
life.'"^ During the 1949 election campaign, one opposition candidate expressed
his exasperation that the government's "policy of more pay for less work can
only lead to New Zealand's physical and moral collapse, and from that God
preserve us!''"*" This theme appeared over and over again, although not always
in such florid prose. On the campaign trail National candidates stressed that
people must not leam to depend on the state for assistance, and worried that
'we are building up a nation of leaners'.'"^ Wellington's Dominion newspaper, a
consistent supporter ofthe National Party, underlined the importance of 'those
three plain earthly teachers — reason, work, and discipline'.'"" According to
this view, to look to the state for sustenance was to abrogate one's responsibility
for application and self-control. The vehemence of these compiaints did not
escape Labour's attention, Nash lampooned National's apparent concern
that New Zealanders had become 'soft and dependent on a Father Christmas
Government'.""

None were allegedly more prone to laxity than those at the cutting edge of
post-war consumerism: the young. Intemationally the post-war years saw the
birth ofthe 'teen-ager', and the new label circulated widely among American
advertising agencies to denote the members of an increasingly vaiuabie market
niche.''" For the Nationai Party and its business supporters, however, the teenager
represented something of a sociai problem. Mollycoddled by Labour's welfare
state and led astray by the temptations of consumer culture, young aduits were
said to spum good, honest toii.'" One smali business owner bemoaned their
'South Sea Isiand attitude', suggesting that 'unless you approach good solid
work as if it were a game, some of our youngsters simpiy won't piay'. She
added that aithough New Zeaiand was a fine nation, 'we have to WORK to
keep it! ' ." ' Tiie Chairman ofthe Weiiington Stock Exchange was concemed
that young peopie had come to believe that 'the stream of luxuries and high
wages would be kept permanently flowing by a beneficent govemment'."^ This
was not without its irony, given the ciaims that Labour blocked the availability
of ' iuxury' goods. i

But what could be done? Young people now had more economic
independence, having benefited from generous iegal wage minimums and tiie
high demand for workers after the war."" Discipline and the reinforcement of a
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work ethic were the solutions ofTered by National. The party sought to educate
youth in 'moral and spiritual values' as well as 'citizenship, personal relations.,
and parenthood". A'high moral code'could be built up through a'high standard
ofmoral and spiritual education [for] every young person in the community'."''
The answer to laxity, it seemed, was a comprehensive programme of sport.,
military training and advanced courses in personal relations. The Labour
govemment agreed that the young should be encouraged to develop 'healthy
bodies and well-developed minds','"' but its MPs balked at suggestions that
teenagers ought to be regarded as the harbingers of post-war disorder."' Nash
defended them from the charges of those 'pessimists and carping critics" who
could 'see no good in the younger generation',"" while Health Minister Mabel
Howard was even more forthright. In her public speeches she insisted that 'the
talk about thriftless and lazy young people is insulting". Howard took National
MPs to task for suggesting that shorter work hours and higher wages had taken
away young people's sense ofthe 'real meaning ofthe value of money'."''
During the 195()s she scandalized the conservatives with her active support
of youth culture, and on one infamous occasion jived with local rock'n'roll
star Johnny Devlin.''" Howard and Nash did not reject the moral virtues of
hard work, but they would not accept that young men and women lacked
application.

The association between youth, moral turpitude and consumer culture
outlived the first Labour govemment. It reached a high point several years
later, when the 'Mazengarb' committee set up to investigate illicit adoiescent
sexual activity in the Hutl Valley published its report.'-' This was circulated to
all households receiving the family benefit shortly before the 1954 election.
The committee members, led by former National election candidate Oswald
Mazengarb. did not concern themselves with sexual behaviour alone. Alleged
sexual depravity among teenagers was joined by other social problems,
including the growth in 'materialistic' values that accompanied ready access
to money. The report stated tliat the young were cosseted by the post-war
welfare state and thus turned to the govemment 'for the supply of ail material
needs'. At the same time, imported forms of consumer culture ("pulp comics'
and other 'indecent' literature) added to the nation's se.xual problems.''- The
Presbyterian Church, having argued in 1949 that materialism posed a grave
threat to spiritual values., self-sacrifice and self-control, submitted that young
people's incomes resulted in self-gratification and a 'desire to self-display".
Teenagers, the church hierarchy argued, were inclined to slip from 'the belief
that things are important to the conclusion that people too exist merely as
means to self-gratification'.'-"'

The 1940s was a decade of transition in New Zealand culture. The sense
of virtue attributed to hard work was slowly supplanted by the idea that
consumption might provide self-fulfilment, but the older morality was not
displaced entirely. Instead, they coexisted in an uneasy tension. Neither
political party, nor the supporters of either party, wholeheartedly embraced
the emerging consumer society, but neither did they reject it. Instead, their
ambivalent positions represented complex interests. Most obviously, perhaps.
National strove to gain the Treasury benches while Labour sought to retain
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them, and each party crafted its rhetoric accordingly. At the same time,
members of each party held particular beliefs that underpinned their approach
to consumption. Labour appealed to the collective provision of social services
and a generalized Arcadian 'plenty' that sometimes included consumer goods
for everyone. Nash., in some ways the most influential figure, worried about
the implications of the latter and attempted to put his closely held Christian
socialism into practice.

In contrast. National voiced a preference for 'free enterprise', promising
an end to 'Ultimate Socialism' with its commitment to planning and restricted
supplies of new consumer items. On the campaign trail in 1949 Holland and
his MPs insisted that New Zealanders need only look to Australia, where
Liberal Prime Minister Robert Menzies had been elected earlier that year, if
they wanted to see shelves overflowing with labour-saving devices and other
consumer goods.''̂ "' In this way. consumption would deliver upon dreams of
independence, comfort and reward, in a way that ensured respite from Labour's
closely controlled version of modernity.''^ National MPs thought their vision
ultimately more democratic, arguing vehemently that 'we will allow the
people, not the State, to decide what they shall buy, and how they shall spend
their money'.'-"

Although National politicians wanted to offer the latest consumer goods in
the name of free enterprise, they were rather less laissez-faire when it came to
teenagers. 1 heir concerns over young adults' alleged laxity revealed another
set of ideological commitments, this time to thrift, hard work and self-control.
The National Party and its business supporters were concerned that a new
generation ot workers might slacken off amid post-war atlluence. In contrast.
Labour MPs were much less worried about the young and even went so far as
to defend them from opposition criticism. Clearly the relationships between the
political and ihe moral aspects of consumer culture were not straightforward.

In the wider society, too, expectations about the moral superiority of hard
work were sometimes slow to shift, even in those realms marketers mosl
sought to enter. For example, some housewives retained a pride in the skill
with which they carried out physical work unaided by mechanical assistance,
and actively resisted the washing machine and the vacuum cleaner. The
make-do-and-mend approach from the depression years lived on through a
generation or two, and some braved post-war rationing with a pride in their
ability to get by.'*'A few commentators deplored the materialism, 'selfishness'
and 'extravagance' they saw develop in others during the years Labour had
been in power.'-^ Mabel Howard would not have been alone in her conviction
that small public hospitals should be declined permission to replace brooms
with vacuum cleaners because a little physical effort never hurt anybody.'-**

The political process played an important role in the development of
consumer culture in the post-war period. Both main political parties formulated
the policies that influenced much of what was possible for the rest of New
Zealand's populace, while their campaign materials created new images and
fantasies. At the same time. MPs and copywriters reflected more widely held
ideals and expectations. For instance, each party sought to persuade the public
that its members stood for the 'new and progressive',"" and best knew how
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to invoke a better future. On the general principle of 'progress' there was
agreement, although the details about what this might look like and how it
might be achieved difFered. Labour politicians thought society and economy
would best be centraily planned and founded upon the modem welfare state,
egaiilarian ideals and a ciear eoncept ofthe eoilective good. Modernity offered
to expedite this process, bul areadian ideals and notions of self-improvement
remained important and were to be protected irom materialism and the threat of
unbridled capitalism. National believed in modem technology, too. but thought
il most efficientiy delivered to the populace by competitive private enterprise.
At the same time, modemity was only morally justifiable when underpinned by
citizens' effort rather than govemment mollycoddling.

The growth in the consumer society affected the very terrain of citizenship.
No longer were individuals defined predominantly In tenns of their
relationships to production and the state, as workers and citizens. They were
increasingly hailed as 'consumers', in North America the citizen was often
portrayed as the self-gratifying consumer, and consumption became more
and more the key site of individual agency.'" In New Zealand, the National
Party had started to address voters as 'consumers' whose 'rights" to fulfil their
dreams were threatened by shortages, controls and bureaucracy. Labour, in
contrast, was hesitant to redefine citizenship in such ways. As H.G.R. Mason
suggested, consumption was not always incompatible with citizens' self-
deveiopment. especially if it facilitated leisure and famiiy iife. but for the most
part govemment MPs preferred to define citizenship in relation to the state
and not consumption. By the mid-i 950s Nationai and its supporters voiced
anxieties about the wider effects of consumer society — particuiarly insofar as
it had created new, unruly youth cultures and the phenomenon ofthe working
mother — but the eat was now out ofthe bag.

Figure 7: "Buneritig the cal's paws", in which Bob Semple( Minister of Works),
Fraser, Nash (Minister of Finance) and Nordmeyer (Minister of Indtislries and

Commerce) tempt the hostile vote with an increased ration and Sid Holland prepares
lo pounce, Cartoon by Gordon Minhinnick, Weekly News, 19 October 1^49, p.6.
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The general election in November 1949 spelled the end ofthe first Labour
govemment. Commentators at the time suggested thai the last-minute easing
of rationing and controls was not enough to save the party from defeat (Figure
7), a view that has been repeated in the years since."'^ During the late 1940s,
questions over the availability of consumer items were accompanied by
something more momentous: a shift toward a consumer .voc/e/y. with al! that it
entailed. As this movement took place, both political parties juggled complex
moralities surrounding hard work, reward, spiritual self-enhancement and
the emergent 'teen-ager". Political debate was an important arena in which
the relationships between consumer culture, modernity and civic morality
developed and were reworked. Even though much ofthe history of consumer
culture in New Zealand during this period remains to be written, an exploration
ofthe politics, economy, morality and symbolism of consumption during the
HMOs demonstrates Just how important consumption had become to New
Zealanders during and after World War II.

CHRIS BRICKELL
University ofOtago
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